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Introduction to SLAS: Software as a Service

The Surplus Lines Automation Suite (SLAS) was developed by the Florida Surplus Lines Service Office (FSLSO)
for the reporting and taxation of surplus lines policies. SLAS is comprised of two main components: the Surplus
Lines Information Portal (SLIP), a web portal for surplus lines agents and brokers to submit policy data and
premium tax payments, and the Regulatory Administration Platform for Insurance Data (RAPID), which is a
web-based management system for regulators and stamping office staff. SLIP and RAPID are technology
solutions that provide user-friendly environments for policy submission, data management, tax calculation and
payment, and reporting.

Surplus Lines Information Portal (SLIP)

The Surplus Lines Information Portal (SLIP) is the web portal used by agents, direct procurement policyholders,
and insurers to submit surplus lines policy data. Features include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Login: Access for agents, policyholders and insurers to report policy and premium data
Security and Permissions: Security roles and user permissions that allow agents to create user
accounts for staff and manage user access in the system
Data Reporting: User-friendly web portal for the reporting, review, editing, and correcting of surplus
lines policy data; and XML Batch filing for high volume agents and insurers whereby they can upload an
XML file containing thousands of transactions in a single batch file extracted from their internal agency
management system
Agent Data: Agents and insurers register in SLIP and provide contact and licensing information that is
stored and validated
Policy Data: Agents and insurers submit and edit policy data, including policy number and insured
name, which is validated according to the state’s data requirements. Policy data is stored to avoid reentry when filing endorsements or additional transactions
Coverage Code: Each line of coverage is configured to charge taxes, fees or assessments in accordance
with state laws
Tax Status: Each line of coverage is assigned a tax status, which indicates the taxes, fees and
assessments applicable to the specified coverage
Transaction Types: Retaining policy history allows agents and insurers to report multiple transactions
on a policy including new business, renewals, additional premiums, return premiums, cancellations,
and reinstatements
Transaction Data: Agents and insurers submit transaction data, including insurer and premium, for
each financial transaction on a policy. Edits to transaction data are tracked in the system to provide
regulators with an audit trail
Tax Calculations: System calculates tax liability for the agent based on the state’s laws and regulations
for taxation of surplus lines premiums
Policy Search: Search for submitted policies to review, edit or file additional transactions
SLIP Reports: Agents and insurers have access detailed reports, including electronic affidavits, to verify
submitted data and reconcile invoiced transactions
SLIP Inbox: Communication channel within the secure web portal where states can provide agents and
insurers with important information and documents
Electronic Invoicing and Payments: Agents and policyholders can receive invoices and submit tax
payments electronically and securely in SLIP via ACH transaction, and the funds are routed directly to
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the appropriate state appointed account(s). The electronic payment module can accept and distribute
tax, fee and assessment payments for multiple entities

RAPID

The Regulatory Administration Platform for Insurance Data (RAPID) is the web portal used by stamping offices
and regulators to monitor surplus lines policies, generate reports, conduct audits and reviews of policy data
and reported premiums, and identify unreported premiums and associated revenue. RAPID features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Login: Access for staff to review, analyze and audit policy and premium data submitted by
agents, policyholders and insurers
Users and Security: Create user accounts for staff and manage their level of access to the system
Policy Search: Search and review transactions submitted by agents and insurers
Transactions in Question (TIQs): System identified transactions submitted by agents or policyholders
that do not meet one or more of the state specified business rules
Assessment Manager: Manage tax, fee and assessment schedules, including applicable lines of
coverage
Industry Managers: Manage agent, agency, and insurer data; assign credentials for agents and insurers
to access SLIP and reset passwords
Document Manager: Send agents, policyholders and insurers important messages or documents to
their SLIP /inbox; email notifications also available
Detailed Reporting: Access to numerous reports including transaction data, premium data, invoicing,
affidavits, late filings, and lines of coverage
Accounting Integration: System can integrate with a variety of accounting software packages to
streamline the invoicing and payment reconciliation processes
Compliance Review: Audit module in RAPID allowing the periodic, scheduled review of all licensees to
ensure regulatory and financial compliance
Premium Reconciliation: Audit module in RAPID that systematically compares agent/policyholder and
insurer data and identifies variances in the premiums reported
Production Ledger Review: Audit module in RAPID that systematically compares data reported by
agents against their internal production ledgers (invoicing records) and identifies variances in the
premiums reported
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Advantages of Using SLAS

The Surplus Lines Automation Suite was developed by the Florida Surplus Lines Service Office in conjunction
with surplus lines agents, risk managers, and insurance regulators for the express purpose of reporting and
paying surplus lines premium taxes. Since its launch in 2003, the SLAS system has been developed and
enhanced based on real life experiences and customer feedback. In 2007, SLAS was adopted by the Mississippi
Surplus Lines Association, and since that time several other state insurance departments and stamping offices
have adopted the SLAS system.

Lower Implementation Cost

States save millions in development costs by adopting the SLAS system, which has a proven track record of
accuracy and efficiency.

Faster to Market

States save months, and in many cases years, in development time and resources by adopting the SLAS system.
States also benefit from ongoing maintenance and periodic enhancements as part of licensing the SLAS
system.

Proven Success Rate

SLAS is currently used by 12 states for the reporting and payment of surplus lines taxes. SLIP consistently
receives a 99% customer satisfaction rating in annual customer surveys.
SLIP consistently receives a 99% satisfaction rating in annual customer surveys and is rated one of the top
reporting platforms in the nation by brokers. Additionally, state regulators and stamping offices utilizing SLAS
note improvements in data accuracy, increased efficiency and effectiveness of regulatory processes, and
improvements in compliance rates.

Customizable

With any SLAS implementation, our implementation team works with the state to identify necessary
customizations to meet the statutory and regulatory requirements for that state. Tax rates, coverages, taxable
and non-taxable coverages, and data elements are a few examples of customizations to the SLAS system.
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SLAS Compliance Statistics

Collecting transaction level data electronically allows SLAS users to review, analyze, and report on statistics
and trends in the reporting and payment of surplus lines taxes. Statistics show increases in compliance,
reporting accuracy, timely filings, and timely payments following the implementation of the SLAS system.

Premium Recovered from Invalid Credits

Unbalanced returned premium and unbalanced returned fees are the two financial TIQs in RAPID. These two
data validation rules ensure that the taxes refunded for a specific policy do not exceed the taxes paid.

Voluntary Filing Rates

Statistics show voluntary filing rates increase following a SLAS implementation. The automated features of
SLAS allow state regulators more time to review and audit transactions reported by agents and policyholders,
which in turn increases voluntary filings and compliance.

Increased Compliance Revenue

The Compliance Review, Premium Reconciliation and Production Ledger modules assist states in monitoring
and measuring the accuracy and timeliness of submissions, as well as identified unreported premium and tax
revenue.
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Improved Filing Accuracy and Timeliness

Using cutting edge technology tools and programming business rules based on real life experience, states using
SLAS see an improvement in the accuracy of policy data reported by agents and an increase in the percentage
of transactions reported timely and payments received timely in accordance with state laws.

Customer Survey Results and Testimonials

The Florida Surplus Lines Service Office conducts annual customer surveys to assess the satisfaction levels of
reporting agents, agency staff, direct procurement policyholders, and surplus lines insurers. The results below
are from the 2020 FSLSO customer survey.

SLIP Customer Testimonials

The customer testimonials below are excerpts from the open responses received in the 2018 FSLSO customer
survey when asked about the FSLSO SLIP system.
•
•
•
•
•

“Your SLIP system is the best one I have ever worked with.”
“SLIP is very helpful and easy to access.”
“I really like SLIP and it’s the most user-friendly.”
“I love using SLIP.”
“I think it is the very best to use. Best in the country.”
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Contact Information

The Florida Surplus Lines Service Office staff is available to answer any questions regarding the Surplus Lines
Automation Suite. Additionally, a comprehensive system demonstration can be provided in person or
electronically at your convenience if desired. For more information, please contact:

Tiffany Maruniak Andersen

Rachel Hoffman

Product & Business Development Manager
tandersen@fslso.com
(800) 562-4496 x113

Business Systems Coordinator
rhoffman@fslso.com
(800) 562-4496 x131
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